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ABSTRACT
The identification of transcription factor binding sites
and cis-regulatory motifs is a frontier whereupon
the rules governing protein–DNA binding are be-
ing revealed. Here, we developed a new method
(DEep Sequence and Shape mOtif or DESSO) for
cis-regulatory motif prediction using deep neu-
ral networks and the binomial distribution model.
DESSO outperformed existing tools, including Deep-
Bind, in predicting motifs in 690 human ENCODE
ChIP-sequencing datasets. Furthermore, the deep-
learning framework of DESSO expanded motif dis-
covery beyond the state-of-the-art by allowing the
identification of known and new protein–protein–
DNA tethering interactions in human transcription
factors (TFs). Specifically, 61 putative tethering inter-
actions were identified among the 100 TFs expressed
in the K562 cell line. In this work, the power of DESSO
was further expanded by integrating the detection of
DNA shape features. We found that shape informa-
tion has strong predictive power for TF–DNA binding
and provides new putative shape motif information
for human TFs. Thus, DESSO improves in the iden-
tification and structural analysis of TF binding sites,
by integrating the complexities of DNA binding into
a deep-learning framework.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription factors (TFs) control gene expression by
binding to specific DNA sequences, known as transcrip-
tion factor binding sites (TFBSs) (1) with aligned profiles of
TFBSs referred to as cis-regulatory motifs (2). The binding
or release of TFs promotes or suppresses transcription to
guarantee that the target genes are expressed at the proper
time and in the appropriate amount according to particu-
lar cell states and circumstance (3). Substantial computa-
tional efforts have been invested in the studies of TF bind-
ing specificities and motif prediction, resulting in the devel-
opment of numerous algorithms, computational tools and
databases (4–6). However, the understanding of TF–DNA
binding mechanisms remains fragmented. Improved com-
putational approaches are needed to allow integration of
nuanced biophysical information across large datasets and
thus, remains a considerable challenge in systems biology
(7–9).
Beyond the sequence level, recent studies have high-
lighted the essential role of DNA structure in influenc-
ing TF–DNA binding specificity both in vitro and in vivo
across diverse TF families (10–14). Owing to the advances
inDNA structure elucidation, four distinct DNA shape fea-
tures (i.e. Minor Groove Width (MGW), Propeller Twist
(ProT), Helix Twist (HelT) and Roll) can be computation-
ally derived from DNA sequences by Monte Carlo simula-
tion (15). These features can be considered as shape motifs
and thereby an extension of traditional sequence-based cis-
regulatory motifs. As a result, features in DNA sequences
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in combination with shapes determine the TF binding in a
more sophisticated way than originally thought (16,17).
ChIP-sequencing (ChIP-seq) provides a view of genome-
wide interactions between DNA and DNA-associated pro-
teins and enables new insights into gene regulation. An ex-
tensive amount of ChIP-seq data has been generated and
is available in the public domain, including ∼6000 human
datasets from the ENCODE database (18). Additionally,
new methods are expanding the available data on TF–
TFBS interactions. Protein binding microarrays (PBMs)
have enabled genome-scale characterization of TFBSs in a
high-throughput manner (19). ChIP in combination with
lambda exonuclease digestion before high-throughput se-
quencing (ChIP-exo), can identify almost single-nucleotide-
resolution binding sites of TFs (20). Furthermore, selec-
tive microfluidics-based ligand enrichment followed by se-
quencing (SMiLE-seq) (21) is a newly-developed technol-
ogy for protein–DNA interaction characterization that can
efficiently characterize DNA binding specificities of TF
monomers, homodimers and heterodimers. These data pro-
vide an unprecedented opportunity to predict motifs, iden-
tify TFBSs and capture more features affecting TF binding
(22). Although a variety of popular methods have been de-
veloped for ChIP-seq data mining and modeling, computa-
tional challenges, including high-dimensional and heteroge-
neous data properties, remain for the accurate and exhaus-
tive identification of motifs (23,24). For example, a current
computational challenge is to integrate information from
these diverse methods with structural and biophysical con-
straints on TF–TFBS interactions.
Deep learning (DL) has achieved unprecedented perfor-
mance for capturing motif patterns and elucidating com-
plex regulatory mechanisms based on large-scale ChIP-Seq
datasets (25). For example, the convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) improved the state-of-the-art performance in
TF–DNAbinding specificity prediction through optimizing
the position-weight-matrix-like motif detectors (26); and
the motif patterns predicted by DeepBind have been well
mapped to documented motifs by Alipanahi et al. based
on available human TFBS databases (25). However, these
methods focused on predicting TF–DNA binding speci-
ficity and failed to identify motifs and TFBSs accurately.
Overall, the demand for the following data analysis and
interpretation is significant: (i) how to improve the perfor-
mance of capturing sequence-specific motifs; and (ii) how
the non-sequence-specific TFBSs contribute to TF–DNA
binding in alternative ways. In this study, we proposed a
novel DL framework, named DESSO (DEep Sequence and
Shape mOtif), using the CNN model to predict motifs and
identify TFBSs in both sequence and regional DNA shape
features. For the first time, these DNA shape features were
integrated into DL models to explore how these features
quantitatively contribute toTF–DNAbinding, even though
conserved shape patterns (or shape motifs) encoded in the
human genome are still not well modeled (27). The identi-
fied motifs were evaluated using the documented motifs in
JASPAR (28) and TRANSFAC (29), then compared with
DeepBind (25), Basset (30), MEME-ChIP (31), KMAC
(32) and gkm-SVM (33). Further analyses were conducted
by integrating multiple types of biological information in-
cluding TF binding domain types, chromatin accessibil-
ity, phylogenetic conservation, protein–protein interactions
(PPI), etc. For the first time, rather than determine TFBSs
using a subjective cutoff as previously reported (34), we in-
tegrated the binomial distribution into DESSO to optimize
the TFBSs identification based on identified motif patterns
(35). DESSO and the analyses it enabled will continue to
improve our understanding of how gene expression is con-
trolled by TFs and the complexities of DNA binding.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview of the DESSO (DEep Sequence and Shape mOtif)
pipeline
The DESSO framework is composed of (i) a CNN model
for extracting motif patterns from given ChIP-seq peaks,
and (ii) a statistical model based on the binomial distri-
bution for optimizing the identification of motif instances
(i.e. TFBSs). This framework can accept both DNA se-
quences and DNA shape features as input to identify se-
quence and shape motifs, respectively. DESSO enables the
extraction of more complex motif patterns compared to
existing motif prediction methods owing to its multi-layer
network architecture. We designed a binomial-based model
in DESSO to identify all the significant TFBSs under the
statistical hypothesis that the number of random sequence
segments that contain the motif of interest in the human
genome is binomially distributed.
The first layer of the CNN model contains multiple con-
volutional filters (Figure 1A), which were used to iden-
tify low-level features from given ChIP-seq peaks. A sub-
sequent max pooling layer and a fully connected layer were
used to extract high-level features based on the output from
the convolutional layer. Specifically, the CNN model takes
DNA sequences centered on the ChIP-seq peaks as input
query sequences and learns motif patterns using convo-
lutional filters (denoted as motif detectors) (36). Then, a
large set of background sequences was selected from the hu-
man genome, considering GC content, CpG frequency and
promoter and repeat overlaps to eliminate biases created
by these features (37). Both the query and background se-
quences were then aligned as sequence matrices, where each
row represents a distinct sequence. For each optimized mo-
tif detector, two motif signal matrices were derived by slid-
ing the detector along the query sequence matrix and back-
ground sequence matrix, respectively (Figure 1B). Each el-
ement of a signal matrix represents the occurrence prob-
ability of the corresponding motif detector on a sequence
segment in the corresponding sequence matrix. These two
motif signal matrices were then used to generate motif can-
didates by varying a motif instance signal cutoff in a prede-
fined interval. For each value of the motif signal cutoff, the
motif instance candidates in the query sequence matrix and
background sequence matrix were obtained and then used
to calculate a P-value according to the binomial distribu-
tion (Figure 1C). The optimal motif instances for a motif
detector were finally determined as the motif instance can-
didates in the query sequence matrix that correspond to the
minimum P-value. More details regarding the datasets, the
CNNmodel, and the statistical model used in our study can
be found in the following sections.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of DESSO framework. (A) The CNN model for optimizing motif detectors. (B) Determination of optimal motif instances
recognized by each motif detector. Both the query data (M) from the corresponding ChIP-seq dataset and the background data (H) were fed into the
convolutional layer in the trained model. For each motif detector, two motif signal matrices M′i and H
′
i representing the probability of motif occurrence
at each position in M and H were derived, respectively. (C) Construction of the optimized motif profile. M′i and H
′
i were then used to determine motif
instance sets (M, λ j ) and (H, λ j ) in M and H by varying the cutoff λ ∈ (0, 1). For each λ j , a P-value was approximated by the binomial distribution
based on the number of motif instances in (M, λ j ) and (H, λ j ). The motif instances (M, λ j ) corresponding to the minimum P-value were used to
generate the motif logo.
The 690 ChIP-seq datasets
The 690 ChIP-Seq datasets of uniform TFBS based
on March 2012 ENCODE data freeze were down-
loaded from the ENCODE Analysis Database at UCSC
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/downloads.html).
These datasets contained 161 TFs and cover 91 human
cell types (38). Each dataset contained a number of peaks
(ranging from 101 to 92 358), ranked in the decreasing order
of their signal scores. These peaks were derived from the
SPP peak caller (39) and de-noised by the Irreproducible
Discovery Rate (40) based on signal reproducibility among
biological replicates. The average length of the de-noised
peaks is 300 bps.
DNA shape feature generation
DNA shape features (i.e. HelT, MGW, ProT and Roll) pro-
vide three-dimensional structure information of the cor-
responding DNA sequences and play an essential role in
TF–DNA recognition (17). Such features were obtained
by the Monte Carlo simulation and can be applied to any
given nucleotide sequences by a sliding-window method
(15). A recent method designed for DNA shape analysis
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and its R implementation, DNAshapeR, was used to gener-
ate DNA shape features of each of the query/positive and
background/negative sequences (10,41). All the resulting
feature vectors were normalized to [0, 1].
CNN model construction
Our CNN model requires binary vectors as input, in which
each input DNA sequence was first converted to an n × 4
matrix S in one-hot format with A = [1, 0, 0, 0], C = [0,
1, 0, 0], G = [0, 0, 1, 0] and T = [0, 0, 0, 1] (Supplementary
Figure S1A) andwhere n = 101 (25). This was sufficient for
the convolutional filters to operate on sequence (S) alone.
To incorporate DNA shape into DESSO, shape vectors of
each DNA sequence were generated and represented by H
(HelT), M (MGW), P (ProT) and R (Roll) (Supplementary
Figure S1A). The input of this CNN model could be (i) S,
(ii) H, (iii) M, (iv) P, (v) R and (vi) [H, M, P, R], where
(vi) represents the combination of fourDNA shape features.
Each input was first fed into the convolutional layer to get
the activation score of each convolutional filter as shown in






k = 1, . . . , K, and β ∈ {S, H, M, P, R} (1)
Here, K = 16 indicates the total number of convolu-
tional filters, and β indicates a different input format. Con-
cretely, ES,k represents convolutional filters corresponding
to S, each of which is an l × γ weight matrix with l =
24 and γ = 4 and can be interpreted as a sequence mo-
tif detector. EH,k, EM,k, EP,k and ER,k indicate convolu-
tional filters corresponding to H, M, P and R, respectively,
each of which is an l × γ weight matrix with l = 24 and
γ = 1 and can be interpreted as a shape motif detector.
The ConvEβ,k(β) represents the convolution between Eβ,k
and β at each position i = 1, . . . , n − l + 1, which can
be calculated using formula 2:




τ=1 Eβ,km, τ βi+m−1, τ (2)
The ReLU (x) = max(0, x) indicates rectified linear unit,
which is a widely used activation function in DL. Specifi-
cally, ReLU can avoid gradient vanishing problem and has
better convergence performance. The max pooling layer en-
forced downsampling to the activation score vectors by se-
lecting the maximum value in each Aβ,k for k = 1, . . . , K
and β ∈ S, H, M, P, R. This max pooling layer has two
benefits: (i) it can reduce the dimension of the input data to
make the CNN model more computationally efficient; and
(ii) it enables motif translation invariance, which allows the
motif of interest to always be captured regardless of its lo-
cation.
The concatenation of the output from the max pooling
layer was represented by ε and finally fed into a fully con-
nected layer. This layer has 32 hidden neurons and used the
ReLU activation function as above. The output layer con-
taining only one neuron was used to predict the TF–DNA
binding specificity, which ranges from 0 to 1 (formula 3):
yˆ = sigmoid(w f 2 ReLU
(
w f 1ε + b f 1
)+ b f 2) (3)
where w f 1 and b f 1 represent the weights and bias units in
the fully connected layer, while w f 2 and b f 2 are the weights
and bias units in the output layer. The sigmoid(x) is a sig-
moid function, where sigmoid (x) = 11+e−x .
To further investigate the impact of model complexity on
shape features, we also extended this CNN model with two
convolutional layers. The network architecture can be found
in Supplementary Table S1, where the local max pooling
layer aims to select the maximum value at each of the three
adjacent positions with a step size of three in Aβ,k (42).
CNN model training
The same strategy in DeepBind (25) was used to split the
peaks in each ChIP-seq dataset into training data and test
data in this study. Specifically, for a ChIP-Seq dataset, the
101-bp-long sequences centered on each peak summit was
defined as positive sequences, each of which has a label of
‘1’. To overcome overfitting problems in the model training,
for those datasets with fewer than 10 000 peaks, we gen-
erated complementary random peaks until we had 10 000
sequences. Unlike previous studies that used dinucleotide-
preserving shuffled sequences (25), regions near the tran-
scription start sites (35), or flanking regions of ChIP-seq
peaks (43,44), we picked the same number of 101-bp-long
genomic sequences with the same GC content from the
GENCODE to generate negative sequences (45). These neg-
ative sequences have matched GC-content to positive se-
quences and did not have overlap with any peaks in the
positive dataset. Each negative sequence was labeled as ‘0’,
which has less chance to be bound by the target TF.
For each dataset, its training data was then used to train







yˆ(i ), y(i )
)+ ω‖w‖2 (4)
where N is the size of the sample set from training data (i.e.
the number of sequences in the training set), NLL(yˆ(i ), y(i ))
is the negative log-likelihood between prediction yˆ(i ) and
target y(i ), ω is a regularization parameter to leverage the
trade-off between the goal of fitting and the goal of the gen-
eralizability of the trained model, and ‖.‖2 indicates the L2
norm.
The loss function was optimized by mini-batch gradi-
ent descent with momentum, using a comparatively small
batch size of 64 to avoid the generalization drop of the
trained models (46). The backpropagation algorithm was
used for gradient calculating (47), and exponential de-
cay was applied to the learning rate with a decay rate
equal to 0.95. The learning rate, momentum, regulariza-
tion parameter ω and the standard deviation of the ini-
tial weights in the neural network were randomly selected
from the pre-prepared intervals [5e − 4, 0.05], [0.95, 0.99],
[1e − 10, 1e − 3] and [1e − 5, 1e − 1], respectively, and the
dropout rate was taken from 0.5, 0.75 or 1.0 (48). These
hyper-parameters were sampled ten times, and three-fold
cross-validation was performed on the training data to se-
lect the hyper-parameter set which corresponded to the
highest average AUC (i.e. the area under the receiver op-
erating characteristic curve). The optimal hyper-parameter
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set was then applied to the whole training data for the final
model training. Each model mentioned above was trained
for 30 epochsmaximally, and an early stopping strategy was
applied to prevent overfitting. The average running time for
the training of each model was ∼10 min. Our model was
implemented on a single Tesla K80 GPU with 11GB mem-
ory using TensorFlow, which is the most widely used DL
framework in the public domain (49).
Sequence motif prediction
Without loss of generality, the above CNN model, trained
using DNA sequences, was used as an example to illustrate
how to predict motifs based on our statistical model. Let M
represent the 101-bp-long sequences from the top-m peaks
in each dataset, where each sequence is centered at its corre-
sponding peak summit and m = min (500, μ), where μ is
the total number of peaks in that dataset. Define the motif
signalmatrixM′i as the activation values between amotif de-
tector di (each has length L = 24) andMby feedingM into
the convolutional layer in its corresponding trained model,
and define Ai to be the maximum value in M′i . A sequence
segment (L bps) in each sequence is defined as an activation
segment if its activation score is larger than an activation
cutoff θ . Amotif instance set, denoted as(M, λ), contains
all activation segments with θ = λ · Ai in M. The value of
λ ranges from 0 to 1, and it can be optimized through ex-
haustively identifying the minimal P-value of (M, λ). It
is noteworthy that the P-value of a motif instance set can
be derived based on the assumption that the number of ac-
tivation segment containing sequences follows a binomial
distribution when using random selection with replacement
in the human genome. To estimate the ‘success’ probabil-
ity p of each random selection, the human genome was di-
vided into non-overlapping bins with length 101 bp, and
n = 500, 000 bins were selected as a background sequence
set H (37).
Let X be a random variable representing the number of
activation segment containing bins with θ = λ · Ai in H,
f (x) = P(X = x) be the probability function, and F (t) =
P(X ≥ t) be the cumulative distribution function. It was as-
sumed that f (x) can be approximated by a binomial distri-
bution X ∼ Binomial(n, p), where p = Xn is a maximum
likelihood estimate. Therefore, the P-value of (M, λ) is
given by formula 5:
F (| (M, λ)|) = P (X ≥ | (M, λ)|) (5)
For each motif detector di , the optimal motif instance
(M, λ)i = argmin0<λ<1 F(|(M, λ)|) and the corre-
sponding P-value can be obtained. Only (M, λ)i with the
P-value < 1 × 10−4, |(M, λ)| > 5 and with at least three
positions having information content (IC) larger than 1
were retained in our study, which assumes that motif should
be conserved and observed more frequently in M. The de-
rived motif instances were aligned as motif profiles and vi-
sualized using WebLogo 2.8.2 (50).
Comparison with five existing sequence motif finding tools
DESSO is closely related to DeepBind (25) and Basset (30),
which are two well-known DL-based methods for motif
identification. However, rather than a subjective motif sig-
nal cutoff for motif instance identification, DESSO used
a binomial distribution model to optimize the motif pre-
diction (see details above on motif prediction). Specifically,
for each motif detector, sequence fragments with the maxi-
mum activation score in each query sequence were aligned
to obtain motifs in DeepBind, while Basset aligned se-
quence fragments with activation scores larger than half
of each motif detector’s maximum value. For a fair com-
parison in this study, DeepBind and Basset used the same
motif detectors, query sequences and corresponding motif
signal matrices as DESSO to identify DNA motifs. As a
highly cited web server in this field, MEME-ChIP identi-
fies motifs from ChIP-seq peaks by integrating two comple-
mentary motif discovery algorithms, i.e. MEME (51) and
DREME (52). KMAC innovatively used k-mer set memory
for motif representation in order to capture the contribu-
tion of nucleotides dependency and flanking k-mers in TF–
DNA binding (32). Compared with other state-of-the-art
motif finding methods (e.g. HOMER (35) and ChIPMunk
(53)), KMAC achieved the best performance in discover-
ing known motifs from ChIP-seq datasets (32). Gkm-SVM
was selected in the comparison as it significantly outper-
forms traditional kmer-SVM methods by using gapped k-
mers for accurately and efficiently identifying longer motifs,
which are hard tomodel as k-mers. Specifically, the C++ im-
plementation, gkm-SVM-2.0, was used in this study (33).
DESSO, DeepBind and Basset were evaluated on all peaks
in each ChIP-seq dataset. Following the same settings in
DeepBind, the top 500 peaks were used for the evaluation
of MEME-ChIP limited by its computational complexity.
Additionally, the top 5000 and top 10 000 peaks were used
in KMAC and gkm-SVM as suggested by the correspond-
ing papers, respectively. Besides the maximum motif length
and the maximum number of output motifs being set to
24 and 16, respectively, default parameters inMEME-ChIP
and gkm-SVM were used. KMAC was run with options ‘–
k win 101 –k min 5 –k max 13’, where ‘–k min 5 –k max
13’ was suggested by the authors.
RESULTS
DESSO accurately predicts motifs from ChIP-seq data
We began by making similarity comparisons between mo-
tifs predicted by DESSO from 690 ENCODE TF ChIP-seq
datasets and experimentally validated motifs in the human
JASPAR and TRANSFAC databases using TOMTOM
(54). These comparisons were extended to other five existing
methods in this field, i.e. DeepBind, Basset, MEME-ChIP,
KMAC and gkm-SVM. The results showed that DESSO
significantly improved the motif prediction performance on
161 TFs in 91 cell lines, covered by the above ChIP-seq
datasets.
First, to assess the similarity of query motifs against val-
idated motifs, TOMTOM was used to compare the statis-
tical significance (i.e. E-value, P-value and q-value) across
JASPAR and TRANSFAC for motifs that were predicted
by all the six methods in comparison. The −log2(E-value),
−log2(P-value) and −log2(q-value) of DESSO were sig-
nificantly larger than the values for the other methods
(Wilcoxon test P-values < 5 × 10−4, Figure 2A). Deep-
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Figure 2. Performance comparison of sequencemotif identification accuracy. (A) The− − log2(E-value),− − log2(P-value) and− − log2(q-value) derived
from TOMTOM for all methods. The Wilcoxon test P-values of the above three scores between DESSO and other five methods. (B) A total of 435 motifs
(knownmotifs) fromDESSO can be matched to the JASPAR or TRANSFAC, and 248 motifs (undocumented motifs) do not have any matches (pie chart).
For these known motifs, 388 of them are in the JASPAR and 283 are in the TRANSFAC database (bar plot).
Bind, Basset and MEME-ChIP achieved comparable per-
formance across the three measurements and significant
performance over KMAC and gkm-SVM. Hence, the DL
frameworks were able to learn motif patterns from DNA
sequences more accurately than k-mer-based strategies and
strategies combining expectation maximization algorithm
with regular expression. Most importantly, these results
highlight the advantage of DESSO’s binomial model over
strategies used by DeepBind and Basset and demonstrate
that DESSO reduces both false positive and false negative
rates.
Additionally, of the six methods, DESSO achieved the
best performance for identifying validated motifs in the
JASPAR and TRANSFAC datasets (Supplementary Fig-
ure S2A). Five validated motifs were exclusively covered by
DESSO, which are recognized by NR3C2, FOS::JUN (var.
2), RFX3, HIC2 and DUXA, respectively (Supplementary
Figure S2B). Specifically, NR3C2 plays an essential role
in mediating ion and waster transport (55), and DUXA
is closely associated with Facioscapulohumeral Muscular
Dystrophy 1. FOS::JUN (var. 2) is one of the JUN-FOS
heterodimers (56), whichwas first discovered by SMiLE-seq
(21).
To explore the sequence motifs identified by DESSO we
performed clustering using similarity scores from TOM-
TOM (Figure 2B and Supplementary Method S1). The
most significant motif in terms of the binomial P-value
in each cluster was defined as the representative sequence
motif. Of the 683 representative sequence motifs 435 were
known motifs, supported by the JASPAR or TRANSFAC
databases. The other 248 were undocumented motifs and
retained for additional analysis owing to their statistical
significance (Figure 2B). The motif patterns, correspond-
ing genomic features and ChIP-seq peak enrichment anal-
yses of the 435 and 248 motifs can be found in Supplemen-
taryKnownMotif file andUndocumentedMotif file, respec-
tively.
Analysis of 683 representative sequence motifs identified by
DESSO
All the human TFs or TF complexes that recognize the 435
known motifs, identified by DESSO, were grouped into 24
classes based on their structural information (Supplemen-
tary Table S2) (57). All structural classes were showcased
in terms of their AUC performance on the corresponding
ChIP-seq datasets and the IC of the identified motifs (Fig-
ure 3A). Notably, the majority of structural classes, which
tend to be sequence-specific in TF–DNA binding, demon-
strated competitive AUC performance (more details can
be found in Supplementary Figure S3A). This can be fur-
ther demonstrated based on the significant positive AUC-
IC correlation among some structural classes, e.g. TATA,
Fork head and C2H2 ZF (58) (Supplementary Figure S3B).
It is relatively intuitive that some TF classes with highly
conserved motifs produced high prediction AUC perfor-
mance. But more interestingly, for 5 of the 24 structural
classes, DESSO’s AUCs were not predictable by IC, sug-
gesting more complicated binding mechanisms extending
beyond linear sequence recognition. Specifically, Leucine-
rich repeat, CXXC ZF and TEA, had AUCs that were sig-
nificantly lower than others structural classes in of similar
IC ∼0.50. Whereas while both TATA and C2CH THAP-
type ZF achieved relatively high AUCs, despite their mean
ICs were only 0.30 and 0.34. Thus, our results revealed that
the TFs belonging to these five structural classes may bind
to DNA using more complicated mechanisms which goes
beyond sequence-level recognition. In addition, for more
than half of the 24 structural classes, the number of distinct
known motifs are significantly larger than the number of
TFs (Supplementary Table S3), indicating additional mo-
tifs of the TFs, other than the ChIP-ed TF, can be identified
in a ChIP-Seq dataset. This phenomenon suggested that co-
factor and tethering binding activities are prevalent in the
human TF–DNA regulations.
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Figure 3. Detailed view of identified sequence motifs. (A) The ICs of 435 know sequence motifs identified by DESSO and the AUC performance of TFs in
the 690 ChIP-seq datasets, showcased in terms of the 24 structural classes in the TFClass system. (B) The phylogram tree of 88 enriched sequence motifs
according to their similarity derived from TOMTOM. The inner circle indicates the TFs and their structural classes (background color is the same as (A),
while the TFs that are not covered by any of these 24 structural classes were indicated by the white background color) of the corresponding validated motifs
either in the JASPAR or TRANSFAC. The outer circle represents the motif logo of each enriched sequence motif, including CTCF (red star) and MYCN
(green star). (C) The heat map of per-nucleotide DNase I cleavage and the corresponding mean value; (D) The heat map of per-nucleotide vertebrate
conservation and the corresponding mean value of CTCF’s TFBSs as well as ±50 bps flanking regions within the A549 cell line. Each row in the heat map
represents a motif instance. (E) The red curve indicates the enrichment score of CTCF on its corresponding ChIP-seq peaks. Vertical black lines indicate
the presence of ChIP-seq peaks that contain at least one TFBS of CTCF. The motif logo of CTCF identified by DESSO is shown below.
To extend DESSO’s predictive power, a total of 88 rep-
resentative motifs, frequently observed in the 690 ChIP-seq
ENCODEdatasets, were derived from these 435 knownmo-
tifs using the motif comparison tool TOMTOM and hier-
archical clustering (Figure 3B). Various computational val-
idations based on additional biochemical data have been
carried out for the 88 motifs. Here we analyze those data
to interrogate the overall quality of the motifs in the EN-
CODE ChIP-seq data identified by DESSO (see details in
DESSO website). Among the 88 motifs, the CTCF motif
was selected for further interrogation as the example for
the following functional analyses, as it plays an important
role in modulating chromatin structure (59) and was the
most enriched ChIP-ed TF in our study (in ∼15% ChIP-
seq datasets). The DNase I Digital Genomic Footprint-
ing (60) and evolutionary conservation (phastCons scores
(61)) of CTCF’s TFBSs within the A549 cell line were col-
lected (Supplementary Method S2 and 3). CTCF’s TFBSs
were more susceptible to DNase I enzyme (Figure 3C), re-
vealing the binding preference of CTCF to accessible chro-
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matin, which showed significant evolutionary conservation
compared to the flanking regions (Figure 3D), illustrating
strong phylogenetic conservation of the identified CTCF
motif. To investigate the occurrence of CTCF motif in the
corresponding ChIP-seq peaks, which are ranked by peak
signal, an enrichment score was calculated using GSEA
(Gene Set Enrichment Analysis software) (62) (Figure 3E
and Supplementary Method S4). The enrichment score
curve clearly showed the dramatic left-skewed trend, indi-
cating that theDESSO-identifiedCTCFmotif wasmore en-
riched in top-ranked peaks. This is consistent with the fact
that peaks with higher peak signal also have a higher proba-
bility to be bound by the ChIP-ed TF. The strong function-
ality conservation of another TF, MAX, and its left-skewed
enrichment in the K562 cell line can be found in Supple-
mentary Figure S4.
An extended investigation of the 248 undocumented mo-
tifs showed that they are likely to be cis-regulatory elements
having similar functionalities as knownmotifs, but have not
been experimentally validated. Seventy-eight distinctly en-
riched motifs were collected from the 248 motifs based on
similar clustering analyses as above (Supplementary Fig-
ure S5A) (63). The functionality and enrichment analysis
of these motifs also demonstrated strong DNase footprint
patterns and evolutionary conservation, revealing the po-
tential role of this motif in transcriptional regulation (Sup-
plementary Figure S5B–D). Using TOMTOM, we further
compared the 248 undocumented motifs with the compu-
tationally predicted and inferred human motifs in the Cis-
BP database (64). We found that 86 motifs have statistically
significant matches in the database (Supplementary Table
S4). These results support the functional conservation of
both known motifs and undocumented motifs identified by
DESSO and indicated the distinguished ability and poten-
tial of DESSO in identifying regulatory code in the human
genome.
DESSO infers indirect bindings from the 100 TFs expressed
in the K562 cell line
Sequence motifs identified by DESSO in each of the 690
ENCODE datasets may also contain motifs that were
bound by TFs associated with a partner, rather than a direct
interaction and picked up in the ChIP-ed TFs. To investi-
gate this phenomenon for human TFs, the 100 TFs in the
K562 cell line were examined by analyzing their DESSO-
identified sequence motifs (Supplementary Method S5 and
Table S5). Among the 100 TFs, 75 of them are DNA-
binding proteins involved in RNA polymerase II transcrip-
tion (65), which were referred to as sequence-specific TFs.
The remaining 25 TFs are non-sequence-specific since no
significant motifs identified and are thought to interact with
DNAby PPI with other DNA-binding proteins. Among the
75 sequence-specific TFs, 67 had known canonical motifs
specifically recognized by their DNA-binding domains (66).
A likely reason for this is that rather than bind to DNA se-
quences directly, some sequence-specific TFs can also tether
to DNA by interacting with other DNA-binding proteins
(67). Such indirect binding is abundant in human TFs, e.g.
the estrogen receptor α is enabled to regulate gene expres-
sion by interacting with Runx1 in breast cancer cells (68)
and interact with c-Fos/c-Jun heterodimers at TFBSs of
AP-1 in ER/AP-1-dependent transcription (69). To inter-
rogate this possibility, each ChIP-seq dataset containing the
canonical motif of the ChIP-ed TF were defined as direct-
binding peaks (D) and the others were defined as indirect-
binding peaks (I ). Fifty-three of the 75 TFs have known
canonical motifs, indicating DESSO was able to identify
80% of the canonical motifs. About 48% of the ChIP-seq
peaks for these 53 TFs belonged to I on average, and this
proportion (72% average) was observed across all the 100
TFs (blue bars in Figure 4).
To further investigate DESSO’s ability to predict tether-
ing and pairwise binding among these 100 TFs, we calcu-
late the proportion of I peaks of one TF that are consistent
with the D peaks of another TF (see Supplementary Table
S6). A total of 61 predicted tethering associations were dis-
covered (the links in the inner ring of Figure 4), including
two known tethering bindingmechanisms (i.e. ATF3-USF1
(66) andNFE2-MAX (60)) and some potential interactions
which have been observed in recent studies, such as USF2-
MAX and SP2-NFYB (60) (in the four corners of Figure
4).
Notably, our results reported that 45 TFs have tether-
ing interactions with MAX, of which 30 were TFs that had
sequence-specific motifs and the remaining 15 were non-
sequence-specific TFs (Supplementary Table S5). Out of
these 45 tethering interactions, 7 (15.6%) of them were doc-
umented interactors with MAX, as supported by the PPIs
in the BIOGRID database and were documented MAX-
associated binders (70). As a basic helix-loop-helix zip-
per (bHLHZ) TF, the biological function of MAX (71)
can only be activated by forming dimers/complexes with
other proteins. Importantly, MAX was always the DNA
binder, reinforcing the idea that it serves as the tethering
sites for many other TFs. The most well-known MAX-
associated complex is the MYC/MAX/MAD network, in-
cludingMYC-MAX andMAD-MAX heterodimers, which
are widely recognized to play an important role in cell pro-
liferation, differentiation and neoplastic disease (72). Our
observation revealed that not only does MAX specifically
dimerize with proteins in the MYC family (71), MAX also
extensively interact with other sequence-specific and non-
sequence-specific TFs from diverse protein families.
For each ChIP-seq dataset of the 100 TFs, the peaks in
I that are not involved in any tethering binding interac-
tions were classified as indecipherable peaks (K), indicat-
ing the peaks that cannot be deciphered based on direct
DNA binding and tethering binding mechanisms. These
peaks composed about 49% of all ChIP-seq peaks in these
100 datasets (red bars in the outer ring of Figure 4). Fur-
thermore, no statistically significant sequence motifs were
identified by DESSO in a total of 51 of the 690 ChIP-
seq datasets. Taken together, these analyses implied that se-
quence motifs still have considerable limitations in elucidat-
ing TF–DNA recognition in human, and that more sophis-
ticated mechanisms may occur beyond sequence-level TF–
DNA interactions should be considered. In addition to in-
direct binding, DNA shape is emerging as another factor
influencing TF–DNA interactions.
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Figure 4. Indirect binding of the 100 TFs analyzed in the K562 cell line. The names of the 100 TFs are indicated around the inner circle, and a ribbon
connects two TFs which have predicted tethering binding association. The thickness of the ribbon is proportional to the ratio of peaks, linking wide-
sided I -TF’s (indirect) with the narrow-sided D-TF’s (direct). The blue bar and red bar in the outer circle indicate the ratio of I and the ratio of K
(indecipherable––cannot be resolved as tethering/binding) in each TF’s ChIP-Seq dataset, respectively. Four examples of tethering binding association
are showcased around the outer circle, each of which indicates that one TF (lavender ball) interacts with DNA by binding to another DNA-binding TF
(orange ball).
DESSO recognized DNA shape features as contributors to
TF–DNA binding specificity
To investigate the importance of DNA structure in human
TF–DNA recognition, DESSO was used to infer the power
of DNA shape in elucidating TF–DNA binding specificity
across the 690 ChIP-seq datasets. For each dataset, the 101-
bp sequences centered at their peak summits were defined
as positive sequences. Additionally, the corresponding neg-
ative sequences were selected from the human genome, pro-
vided that they do not have any overlaps with peaks in
the positive dataset and they have the same GC-content as
the positive sequences. The HelT, MGW, ProT and Roll of
each positive and negative sequence were then generated by
DNAshapeR and used to train DESSO.
DESSO was then applied to HelT, MGW, ProT, Roll and
the combination of these four shape features (referred to
as DNA shape combination) was used to classify the posi-
tive and negative sequences in each dataset (Figure 5A and
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Figure 5. The performance of DNA shape in predicting TF–DNA binding specificity. (A) DESSO was applied to five different inputs, i.e. HelT, MGW,
ProT, Roll and DNA shape combination. (B) The AUC of the five inputs above using single and two convolutional layers based on the 690 ChIP-seq
datasets. The Wilcoxon test P-values between one-layer and two-layer model. (C) The contribution of HelT (32%), MGW (9%), ProT (22%) and Roll
(37%) in DNA shape combination in predicting TF–DNA binding specificity. (D) The heat map is a more detailed analysis of diagram (C), indicating
the contribution of each DNA shape feature on the 690 datasets, where each column represents a dataset. Those columns were organized by hierarchical
clustering based on Pearson correlation and complete linkage. The structural class of ChIP-ed TF in each dataset was showcased at the bottom. (E) A
performance comparison between sequence and the combination of sequence and shape (Sequence + DNA Shape) against 24 structural classes in terms
of AUC. The two red boxes indicate the classes with the most significant AUC improvement when combining Sequence and Shape compared to Sequence
only.
Supplementary Figure S6). For the five kinds of inputs,
their performance was evaluated using AUC. DESSO pre-
dicts that DNA shape factors HelT and Roll have more
significant predictive power than the other two shape fac-
tors in identifying TFBS. Specifically, HelT, MGW, ProT
and Roll achieved an average AUC of 0.72, 0.66, 0.69 and
0.75, respectively (Figure 5B). It is clear that HelT and
Roll surpassed the classification performance ofMGW and
ProT, which may stem from the fact that HelT and Roll
were calculated by the two central base pair steps within
a sliding-pentamer window (secondary structure informa-
tion), while MGW and ProT were calculated by only the
central base pair. We also observed a weak positive correla-
tion between the AUC performance of sequence and shape
features (Supplementary Figure S7). This observation indi-
cated that these two kinds of features are not strongly cor-
related in predicting TF–DNA binding and are not one-
to-one matched to each other, which means that different
DNA sequences can encode the same shape feature (15).
More specifically, some conserved shape motifs could dis-
perse into completely un-conserved patterns when the DL
model takes sequence motifs as features, thus these shape
motifs cannot be detected and contribute to the prediction
model.
Compared to individual DNA shape features, the per-
formance of the combined DNA shape features had sig-
nificantly improved predictive power (AUC of 0.81 aver-
age) (Figure 5B). However, the DNA shape combination
was inferior to the DNA sequence for predictive perfor-
mance (Supplementary Figure S8A). To investigate the in-
fluence of the model complexity on the predictive power
of DNA shape features, we further extended DESSO with
two convolutional layers. Our results revealed that the
performance of four individual DNA shape features can
significantly benefit from two-layer models (all achieving
Wilcoxon test P-values < 5 × 10−6, Figure 5B). Similar im-
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provement was also observed on the combination of DNA
shape features (Figure 5B). This is different from DNA se-
quence which has little or negative, effects on the predic-
tive performance by using multi-convolutional layers (42).
Clearly, our finding suggested that DNA shape and se-
quencemay use different mechanisms in TF–DNAbinding.
Notably, performing motif identification based on multi-
layer models can dramatically degrade the interpretability
of the learned features, which is limited by their complex
network architectures (73). Hence, all the following studies
were carried out with a one-layer model unless otherwise
specified.
To evaluate the extent to which each DNA shape feature
contributed to the remarkable detection of TF–DNA bind-
ing, we analyzed the fraction of the average motif signal
from the max pooling layer for each shape feature across
the 690 ENCODE datasets. Here, HelT, MGW, ProT and
Roll contributed 32, 9, 22 and 37%, respectively (Figure 5C).
To assess the common occurrences of DNA shape factors
across individuals from the 690 datasets, we clustered the
DESSO prediction results (Figure 5D). HelT and Roll were
the most important contributors, often with both present,
but one predominating. ProT appeared predicative within
only for a small clave of samples. Thus, DNA shape factors
tended to frequently contribute simultaneously to TF bind-
ing and have dominant roles in different datasets (Figure
5D). Surprisingly, the ChIP-ed TFs had no apparent pre-
dictive power, as seen by a lack of clustering (Figure 5D),
on the dominant shape factor. This suggests that there are
more rules or additional shape factor and structural infor-
mation to be uncovered across TFs.
We further investigated the complementary role of se-
quence and shape information in predicting TF–DNA
binding specificity by combining them together and found
that the average AUC performance was not improved sig-
nificantly by incorporating DNA shape features (Supple-
mentary Figure S8A). This observation is in contrast to
previous studies claiming that the combination of sequence
and shape information outperforms sequence alone by us-
ing traditional classification models (e.g. SVM and Gra-
dientBoostingClassifier) (10,11,14,74). To explore whether
shape information can contribute to TFs belonging to spe-
cific structural classes, we then compared the AUC perfor-
mance of two different inputs (i.e. sequence and the combi-
nation of sequence and shape) across TFClass (57) (Figure
5E). Among the 24 structural classes, 10 (i.e. Runt, Other al-
pha, TEA, RHR, Fork head, Other C4 ZF, Nuclear recep-
tor, C2CH THAP-type ZF, TATA and CXXC ZF) demon-
strated improved motif detection by incorporating shape
information. It is noteworthy that TEA achieved a signifi-
cant performance boost with 0.96AUCby considering both
of sequence and shape, while the average AUCs were only
0.85 and 0.83 by considering sequence and shape alone, re-
spectively (Supplementary Figure S8B). This phenomenon
of TEA has not been previously reported and suggests that
TFs with different structures exhibit different shape recog-
nition preference when they bind to DNA.
Overall, these results demonstrated the remarkable pre-
dictive performance of DNA shape features alone in TF–
DNA binding specificity prediction. This finding implies
that the underlying conserved DNA shape patterns (or
shape motif) are also encoded in the human genome and
may involve in TF-shape readouts recognition.
DESSO predicts novel DNA shape motifs
DESSO was used to determine if the human genome con-
tained regions of evolutionarily conserved shape motifs
(Supplementary Method S6). We sought to have DESSO
discover shape motifs based on the same strategy that was
used to discover sequence motifs (Figure 1). This approach
addedHelT,MGW, ProT, Roll or their combinations to dis-
cover four kinds of shape motifs within the 690 datasets
from ENCODE (named HelT motif, MGW motif, ProT
motif and Roll motif). DESSO identified 1257 HelT mo-
tifs, 84 MGW motifs, 885 ProT motifs and 478 Roll mo-
tifs, with 598 out of the 690 ENCODE datasets having at
least one shape motif. A shape motif can be represented
by a vector of shape features describing the mean of the
corresponding motif instances. Using the same strategy as
in Figure 5D, and counting the shape motifs belonging to
each dataset, we found that the distribution of shape mo-
tifs across the datasets were enriched for HelT motifs and
ProT motifs (Figure 6A). It was surprising that given the
large fraction of Roll shape factors and low abundance of
ProT shape factors (Figure 5C andD), somany ProTmotifs
were identified (Figure 6A). Overall, these results demon-
strate that DESSO was able to identify shape motifs across
a large range of datasets, indicating that shape motifs are
abundant in the human genome.
Given that the shape features were derived from con-
served DNA sequences, we predicted that the newly iden-
tified shape motifs should have a high probability of co-
inciding with shape features within the sequence motifs in
their respective datasets. To examine this hypothesis, the un-
derlying DNA sequences of each shape motif were aligned
as a sequence motif profile, which we defined as a shape-
sequence-motif. The IC of each shape motif class was then
computed across the shape-sequence-motifs (Figure 6B).
Compared with the sequence motifs identified by DESSO
(Figure 1), shape-sequence-motifs have significantly lower
IC (Figure 6B). We also measured the similarity between
each shape-sequence-motif and validated motifs in JAS-
PAR and TRANSFAC using TOMTOM. Only 66% of
shape-sequence-motifs could be matched to JASPAR or
TRANSFAC. These two results indicate that shape motifs
are less conserved at the sequence level and their conserved-
ness is largely independent from sequence motifs. Indeed,
even the TFs in the same structural class demonstrated dif-
ferent preferences for the sequence and shape information
(Supplementary Figure S9).
To investigate the enrichment of shape motifs and
whether they are cell-line-specific or DNA-binding-
domain-specific, the peaks covered by each kind of shape
motifs among the 51 TFs within GM12878, K562 and
HepG2 cell lines were analyzed. The majority of peaks in
ZNF274’s datasets can be accounted for by its shape motifs
(Figure 6C), even though no peaks were explained by direct
TF–DNA binding and tethering (Figure 4). CTCF coher-
ently recognizes HelT and ProT motifs among the three
aforementioned cell lines, while SP1 is dominated explicitly
by ProT motifs within the HepG2 cell line. Also, the Roll
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Figure 6. A comprehensive analysis of the identified shape motifs. (A) The number of datasets in the 690 ENCODEChIP-seq datasets that were covered by
shape motifs of HelT (446), MGW (43), ProT (392) and Roll (141). (B) IC of underlying sequences of the identified sequence motifs and shape motifs. (C)
Each entry in the heatmap indicates the ratio of peaks covered by the four kinds of shape motifs which were identified in the 51 TFs within GM12878, K562
and HepG2 cell lines, while the black entries represent missing values. Four representative shape motif logos were listed at the left side, where each of them
represents the shape motif profile and ±50 bps flanking regions using a bold orange curve. The two boundary curves of the blue region represent upper
and lower bounds of shape features in the corresponding motif instances. (D) The enrichment score of MAX’s Roll motif in its corresponding ChIP-seq
peaks in the K562 cell line. Black ticks indicate the occurrence of ChIP-seq peaks that contain at least one instances of MAX’s Roll motif. (E) The heat
map of per-nucleotide DNase I cleavage of TFBSs of MAX’s Roll as well as ±50 bps flanking regions, where each row represents a motif instance. The
orange curve represents mean DNase I cleavage. (F) Twelve histone marks of ±1000 bps around the summits of Max’s Roll motif. (G) The average ration
(31%) of ChIP-seq peaks that cannot be explained by the 100 TFs within the K562 cell line.
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motif is prevalent in TFs which have basic helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) structure, implying that Roll is recognized by
structurally conserved DNA binding domains (Figure 6C).
To explore the occurrence of shape motifs in their corre-
sponding ChIP-seq peaks, enrichment analysis of Max’s
Roll motif in the K562 cell line was performed. As opposed
to its sequence motif, Max’s Roll motif is more enriched in
the low-ranked peaks, which is consistent with the recent
observation that TFs bind to peaks with low peak signal
by recognizing their preferred shape profiles (13) (Figure
6D). We also found that Max’s Roll motif also prefers
histone-depleted regions similar to its sequence motifs by
analyzing DNase I Digital Genomic Footprinting and 12
histone marks surrounding its TFBSs (75), indicating that
Max’s Roll motif is functionally conserved (Figure 6E and
F).
Considering ChIP-seq peaks covered by shapemotifs, the
average ratio, K of the 100 TFs within the K562 cell line
(Figure 4) was decreased to 31% (Figure 6G). This sug-
gested that human TFs are capable of recognizing shape
motifs in the genome, which contributes to explaining the
ChIP-Seq peaks that cannot be interpreted by direct TF–
DNA interaction and tethering binding.
DISCUSSION
We developed a DL-based motif finding framework, named
DESSO, combined with a new statistical method for mo-
tif profile construction, followed by its application on the
690 human ChIP-seq datasets within ENCODE. This work
lead to the first comprehensive analyses of newly identified
sequence and shape motifs. The identified motifs provide
a set of novel human regulatory lexicons and can be used
to construct a gene regulatory atlas for the human genome.
Specifically, shape motifs can potentially contribute to the
interpretation of indiscriminate binding behavior of human
TFs (76). Co-regulated gene groups, revealed by identifi-
cation of motifs may define cell-type specific regulons and
thus, provide critical biological insights to the cell hetero-
geneity mechanisms (77). In addition, motifs can be linked
to single-cell gene expression data to overcome dropout is-
sues by removing genes lacking motif support and opti-
mize the characterization of cell state. Another scenario is
to combine motif identification with single nucleotide poly-
morphisms to identify disease-associated genetic variants.
For example, an A/G mutation in the globin cluster (posi-
tioning at 209 709 in human chromosome 16) may create a
motif for GATA1 binding that disrupts the original globin
cluster promoters. Meanwhile, a T/Amutation in the BCL-
2 promoter (position 60 988 353 on human chromosome 18)
can cause the loss of GATA4 binding function and poten-
tially disrupt the formation of ovarian granulosa tumors.
Such variants provide clues for diagnosing diseases, devel-
oping therapeutic targets and elucidating disease etiology
(25).
DESSO advanced the state-of-the-art in cis-regulatory
motif prediction and TFBSs identification. Additionally,
DESSO showcased the potential of a DL framework for
identification and rationalization of results. Our results
demonstrate that DESSO was able to identify a number of
previously unidentified motifs and shape factors that con-
tribute to TF–DNA binding mechanisms and infer indirect
mechanisms of TF–motif interactions via tethering activi-
ties and co-factor motifs. These predictions now await ex-
perimental validation. Specifically, the role of DNA shape
in explaining TF–DNA binding is still in debate (78), which
mainly stems from the fact that sequence and shape features
covary (15). Instead of relying on sequencemotif-dependent
analyses to explore shape conservation, our study investi-
gated conserved DNA shape patterns that may be recog-
nized by human TFs. Overall, the implementation and ap-
plication of the DESSO framework provide a solid founda-
tion for the construction of gene regulatory networks and
the elucidation of TF–DNA binding mechanisms in the hu-
man genome.
Further investigations are needed to elucidate other ob-
scure intrinsic features in gene regulation and TF binding.
Specifically, in this study, 31% of the peaks in ChIP-seq data
remain unexplained by sequence and shapemotifs. TheDL-
based models provide a promising opportunity to integrate
diverse data forms and quantify relationships between mo-
tifs and expression accurately. As experimental data grows
and is integrated into DL-based models, the accuracy of
motif prediction will increase. In-depth analysis of both
sequence and shape motifs utilizing more advanced DL-
techniques will facilitate inference of gene regulatory rela-
tions, and accurate modeling of the complex regulatory sys-
tem in the human genome. For example, a gated CNN was
proposed recently and performed competitively on bench-
marks based on our preliminary analysis in Supplementary
Method S7 and Figure S10.
The application of DL to motif prediction is intrinsically
limited by the availability of large-scale sequencing and
protein–DNA interaction data including ChIP-seq. These
experiments are relative expensive and require extensive ef-
fort. This limitation can be alleviated by developing more
advanced sequencing techniques or by taking advantage of
other available regulatory information (e.g. chromatin ac-
cessibility and DNA methylation) to infer DNA binding
motifs. For example, additional information such as epige-
netic regulationmeasured by histonemodifications,DNase-
seq and ATAC-seq, can be used to predict the binding
of DNA regulatory elements (79). Additionally, advanced
models using matched expression data and DNA accessi-
bility data across diverse cellular contexts can also aid in
predicting the missing information, including TF subcellu-
lar localization, chromatin accessibility and gene expression
(80).
Existing DL-based methods assume that each position in
a motif detector contributes to TF–DNA binding affinity
independently, which may underestimate the nucleotide de-
pendencies. To further consider interdependencies between
nucleotides, DNA structure information, such as DNA
shape, should be also considered. For example, crystal/co-
crystal structures of TF–DNA interactions (or some sim-
plified parameters such as the geometry of binding) could
be used as a layer in DESSO. Advanced mathematics and
computational tools will permit the building of integrated
models of gene regulatory systems and enable deliverable
strategies to prevent or treat disease.
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DATA AVAILABILITY
An integrated web server for DESSO is freely available at
https://bmbl.bmi.osumc.edu/DESSO. The source code of
DESSO and a detailed tutorial can be found at https://
github.com/OSU-BMBL/DESSO.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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